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Vision• 1

AKIS actors use modernAKIS to leverage their resources

(personal, organizational, systemic) and evolve towards a

more coherent, effective and efficient AKIS, which connects

potential OG partners with the rest of the AKIS actors and

vice versa.

modernAKIS provides value through knowledge and tools,

national and pan-European networking and capacity

building events.



modernAKIS objectives• 1

1.000 members in a 
pan-European network

10 cross-border events 
for innovation projects

1 set of reference indicators for 
AKIS

1 benchmarking tool for AKIS

6 online modules enabling AKIS 
thinking and systems 
conceptualization

90 capacity building 
and networking events

14 AKIS CB General 
Assemblies

80 tools and methods for AKIS well-
functioning (policy, organization, 
management)

Target group: 
Managing 

Authorities, 
CAP 

Networks and 
other key 

AKIS actors
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Forum for Managing Authorities to 
exchange on CAP intervention design, 

incl. EIP intervention and calls

10 cross-border events 
for innovation projects

Collection of well-working examples on 

how to enable EIP OGs (funding models, 

cross-border exchange, cross-border 

calls etc.)

Regular networking events linking  
key AKIS actors from all over Europe 

(yearly topical priorities)

Showcasing innovation projects and the 

value they create at Europe-wide events 

of AKIS Coordination bodies

How does modernAKIS contribute to an enabling environment for 
OGs?

• 2

A European network with more than 
1.600 members including ISS, MA, 

and other key AKIS actors



How does modernAKIS contribute to an enabling environment for OGs? - 
www.akisconnect.eu• 2

Connect with potential 

project partners

Find practical tools for 

OG-work (interactive 
innovation)

Learn about AKIS 

(Trainings)

Network with peers 

(Events)
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All information on the conference is available on the event webpage: 
https://eu-cap-network.ec.europa.eu/events/eu-cap-network-conference-eip-agri-operational-groups-innovation-practice
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